CONCERT DRESS POLICY
Part of being a good performer is looking like a good performer. As a choir of 80 plus singers it is
important to have a smart dress code to present that professional and cohesive look. Although
wearing clothes that suit you is desirable, it is equally important not to wear anything that stands
out and draws attention to any one individual. Anyone flouting this code will be contacted and if
appropriate, asked to withdraw from a concert performance until their appearance has been
rectified.
It is the Chorus member’s responsibility to ensure they are wearing the correct attire for every
concert. The dress code may be amended depending on the type of concert and the weather
conditions. Any change from the default dress code will be sent to every member of the Chorus via
email.

Concert Dress Code
Women
Formal and plain black (not faded black, grey or midnight blue)
Long dresses, long skirts or long smart trousers down to ankles. (No leggings, jeans or tracksuit
bottoms)
Attire should be free of any sparkly material, sequins or reflective beading. Tops must not be too
low and “revealing”
Long or three quarter length sleeves.
Black footwear with black tights/socks/ pop socks.
Any decision to wear bling or sparkles will be made prior to each concert and this “bling” must be
restricted to JEWELLERY ONLY.
The default code for jewellery is for it to be discreet and modest.
If buttonhole decorations are provided, they should be worn on the right.

Men
The men’s concert dress is also to be black
Black open neck shirts (not faded black, grey or midnight blue). Black trousers with black jackets
(no shiny blazer buttons or pinstripes)
Black socks and black shoes
If buttonholes are provided, they should be worn on the left lapel.
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